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The examination and treatment couch par excel-

lence for a small treatment room and a limited 

budget. Because of the scissors mechanism the 

ManuXelect is raised fully vertically. Consequently 

the ManuXelect takes up only 1.4 m2! The easily 

adjustable sections make this couch easy to ope-

rate and stable throughout. A cost-effective vari-

ant for someone who has little space available. The 

ManuXelect treatment couch comes in two 2-sec-

tion models and in a 3-section variant.
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ManuXelect

 ● Electrical height adjustment from 48 to 105 cm

 ● Section adjustment with gas springs

 ● Ergonomic handles for operation with one hand

 ● Scissors movement saves space. The couch travels up and down linearly

 ● Padded sections with soft edges

 ● The nose hole (with optional plug) ensures patient comfort even when  

 lying face down 
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ManuXelect 3-section ORDERING DATA
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ManuXelect 2-section, head-section ORDERING DATA
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ManuXelect 2-section, back section ORDERING DATA
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ManuXelect Traction ORDERING DATA(1)

(1) NOTE! ManuXelect Traction is available in colours 213 and 204 only.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This is a medical device  It complies with all applicable medical regulations. For more details please consult the  

  instructions for use (downloadable via www.enraf-nonius.com).

ManuXelect

Size tabletop (lxw):   207 - 209 x 67 cm

Height adjustment:   approximately 48,5-105,5 cm

Lifting time (min.-max.):   approximately 35 sec.

Lifting capacity:   150 kg (optional 250 kg) 

Power supply:   120/230VAC 50/60 Hz 

Current consumption:   1.5 A-350W max. (light) or 2.0 A-470W max. (heavy)

Colour code frame:   grey = RAL 7035

Foam density:  38 Kg/m3
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ManuXelect Colours

A matching Enraf-Nonius couch for every interior. As in other practices, a pleasant ambience is important in physiotherapy practices. Clients must 

feel comfortable in the room where they are being treated. As each practice is furnished differently and has its own colour scheme, we regard it as 

important for the treatment couches to fit in with your look and feel. That is why we can manufacture our treatment couches in several upholstery 

colours. Our imitation leather upholstery contains no phthalates and is flame retardant – a unique combination that makes this material suitable 

for medical use!

012 black

213 grey

199 lavender

204 sirius blue

169 cornflower blue

170 baby blue

OPTIONS(1)

(1) = NOTE: Please order options together with the couch because of modification of the couch during production.

E X E C U T I V E 
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E X E C U T I V E
012 black

213 grey

199 lavender

204 sirius blue

169 cornflower blue

170 baby blue

ManuXelect Colours
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67 cm

67 cm

A B C

OPTIONS(1)

(1) = NOTE: Please order options together with the couch because of modification of the couch during production

Upholstery options
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ManuXelect

Height adjustment

A. All-around (optional)

B. Footswitch (optional)

C. Handswitch (optional)
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<150 kg
>150 

kg
<250 kg

(1) = NOTE: Please order options together with the couch because of modification of the couch during production
(2) = not suitable for the traction version

Optional features

A. Wheel raising set

B. 1550809 Universal safety switch

C. 1550804 Fold down side support (set of 2) (2)

Lifting capacity

A. Electric - max. 150 kg (standard)

B. Electric  - max 250 kg (optional)

ManuXelect OPTIONS(1)
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ACCESSORIES

Paper roll holder and paper rolls

1550800 Paper roll holder for ManuXelect, for 50 cm rolls, mounted onder foot-section

3445280 Paper roll holder, stand-alone model

3445278 Paper roll, width 50 cm, roll-length 150 m, per 5 rolls

ManuXelect
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Fixation accessories

1550815 Fixation horn, black(1) (set of 2)

1550806 Fixation rail for fixation horn shoulder, armpit (and for gynaecological set)

1550807 Fixation rail for fixation horn armpit (or for gynaecological set)

1550808 Fixation rail for fixation horn shoulder.

(1) = Requires 1550806, 1550807 or 1550808 

ACCESSORIESManuXelect

ES
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Fixation straps

3445023 Fixation strap with velcro fastener 120 cm

3445014 Fixation strap with velcro fastener 160 cm

3445015 Fixation strap with velcro fastener 240 cm

3445475 Fixation strap with safety lock 250 cm

3445474 Fixation strap with safety lock 350 cm

ACCESSORIESManuXelect

ES
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1550806 Fixation rail for gynaecological set (and for fixation horn shoulder, armpit) 

1550807 Fixation rail for gynaecological set (and for fixation horn armpit)

1550810 Gynaecological Comfort set(1)

1550805 Gynaecological set(1)

Gynaecology accessories

(1) = Requires 1550806 or 1550807

ACCESSORIES

ES
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